A script is a type of knowledge representation in artificial intelligence (AI). This paper presents two methods for synthetically using collected scripts for story generation. The first method recursively generates long sequences of events and the second creates script networks. Although related studies generally use one or more scripts for story generation, this research synthetically uses many scripts to flexibly generate a diverse narrative.
Introduction
A script, originally related to a type of schema in Gestalt psychology (Bartlett 1923) , is a knowledgerepresentation method in cognitive science and artificial intelligence (AI) (Schank and Abelson 1977) . The authors use a script as one of the methods or techniques to generate stories in an Integrated Narrative Generation System (INGS), an automated NGS architecture that is already operating through incremental development (Ogata 2016) . Ogata, Arai, and Ono (2016) comprehensively introduced how to use a script in INGS. The script is organically positioned as one of the story-generation techniques, especially for detailed episodic sequences of events or a character's sequential actions. This paper presents two methods for synthetically using collected scripts for story generation in INGS. The first method recursively generates long sequences of events and the second creates script networks. Related studies deal with one or more scripts for story generation. In contrast, this research synthetically uses many scripts to flexibly generate a diverse narrative. Although this paper does not discuss the semantic aspects of a script, we will add semantic mechanisms to the proposed formal methods in the future. Kybartas and Bidarra (2016) classified 67 types of narrative-generation systems based on the degree of automatic generation in a story and components in the story. The degree is divided into five steps (the degree for story are "Manual", "Structure", "Template", "Constrained", "Automated", and the degree for components are "Manual", "Modification", "Simulation", "Constrained", "Automated"). INGS is positioned as "constrained" (level 4 of the five steps) in both points of view. In the evaluation, a story and components are fully generated.
Scripts and INGS
Narratology (Prince 1982 ) divides a narrative into structural elements (story and discourse). A story refers to temporally ordered events. Though temporal order is a category of semantic techniques that organically combines events, the semantic mechanism includes other techniques types. A discourse means ordered events in which a story is narrated and also includes surface text; it is constructed using many techniques, e.g., causal relation and macro narrative structures. INGS is designed based on this idea (Figure 1) . A narrative-generation process is conducted through the following mechanisms: story generation, discourse, and surface representation. INGS has knowledge mechanisms, including conceptual dictionaries (Ogata 2015) and language-notation dictionaries. Moreover, INGS has narrativecontent knowledge bases to store basic fragmental, patternal, and structural knowledge. A detailed description of the current version can be found in (Ogata 2016) . This paper focuses on story generation. A story can be constructed at various levels of detail. "Taro eats sushi at a restaurant" can certainly be an event in a story. More detailed sequences of events for "eating at a restaurant" can also be elements in a story. Each of the scripts extends an event into a sequence of events to solidify or detail the process.
In related studies, a story grammar (Rumelhart 1975) hierarchically details a story from the macro structure to the micro one. A goal-plan (Newell and Simon 1972; Schank and Abelson 1977) details an event or a sequence of events using a planning action toward a character's goal. Scripts, story grammars, and goal-plans are major structural techniques that solidify part of a story or the story itself. In INGS, the techniques for each generation and their order are not predetermined. Different techniques are flexibly, collectively, and co-operatively used. Additionally, though the StoryNet scripts by Singh, Barry, and Liu (2004) have a branch structure, INGS scripts have a simple pattern with no branches. Moreover, though Fujiki, Nanba, and Okumura (2002) acquire two terms per script, INGS has an unlimited number of terms in scripts.
A story in INGS is described using a hierarchical tree structure that uses relations to combine the sub-structures. At the lowest level, events and states are organized temporally. A script is also one of the relations. Techniques for story generation are called story techniques. They are basically defined by a story's relations, and each relation uses the corresponding information in the story-content knowledge base. A script technique is also a story technique. Figure 2 shows the script technique mechanism. Each script is stored in the script-content knowledge base. Ogata, Arai, and Ono (2016) provide a detailed explanation.
INGS inputs a parameter that defines the story structure. All story techniques are selected based on this parameter. A story technique inputs a node from the story-tree structure and outputs a sub-tree that is structured by relations corresponding to the technique. In particular, a script technique outputs a sub-tree structure constructed of three or more events. A story tree is expanded by substituting the nodes in the sub-tree. In Figure 2 , the "E2" node is substituted by the output sub-tree.
Collecting Scripts and their Synthetic Use in INGS
Various script-collection or acquisition methods are available. Manual acquisition directly writes scripts using rules and limitations, imagination and experience, or narrative analyses. Automatic acquisition has also been explored (Fujiki, Nanba, and Okumura 2002) . Automatic organization in this paper means that new script knowledge is generated based on previously acquired scripts.
Collecting Scripts
Scripts were collected using the following process: 1) Two-hundred seventy-six university students freely wrote 873 natural language scripts based on simple examples, without special semantic constraints. We collected 860 scripts by checking each event's flow. 2) We transformed the natural-language scripts into the corresponding INGS case structures using a semi-automatic script-description tool (Arai, Ono, and Ogata 2016) . Specifically, a user decides the meaning of each verb concept in a script from candidates in the verb-conceptual dictionary. The tool checks the consistency using the case structures and stores the completed script in the script-content knowledge base. 3) We set each script's name to correspond to a verb-concept name included in the verb-conceptual dictionary. The original 860 script names overlapped extensively. Only 332 script names remained when the overlapping ones were removed. The verb-conceptual dictionary includes 11,951 verb concepts. About 2.78% of the verb concepts have been scripted. In the future, we intend to convert all the verb concepts to scripts.
Recursively Combining the Collected Scripts
A script is expanded by a recursive combination process from the first element (Figure 3) . If the verb concept in a script event equals the name of another script, the original script is expanded by the latter script. We cannot repeat a previously used script. Table 1 shows the result of an experiment. 
Generating Script Networks using the Collected Scripts
We generated script networks using the collected scripts. Basically, the next script for each script is based on a verb concept. In particular, this method pairs all scripts in a temporal order. If overlapping pairs for a script overlap, only one pair is used. Figure 4 shows the four-step process with a concrete example. Cytoscape is an open-source software product for visualizing network graphs by the U.S. National Institute of General Medical Sciences.
Figure 5 (left) shows the entire generated script networks that including five networks. Figure 5 (right) zooms in on a part of the main network that includes 1127 verb concepts. The "average path length" in Table 2 means the average distance between any two nodes. The dispersion in the values' variance is relatively small. Table 3 shows the characteristics of elements in the networks. The "starting node" and "terminal node" respectively mean the arrows from a node and to a node. If the "harmonic mean" value is higher, the verb concept appears more frequently in the starting point, middle points, and terminal point in a script.
Using Generated Scripts for Story Generation in INGS
We present an overview of using synthesized scripts for story generation. There are two methods-1) recursive generation and 2) script networks-and two techniques-a) detailing and b) inclusion-for a total of four script techniques (1-a, 1-b, 2-a, and 2-b). The former technique (a) expands or substitutes an event in a story by a sequence of detailed events, and the latter (b) expands or substitutes an event in a story by a sequence in which the event is included (Figure 6 ).
In addition, we insert adequate values into each event case in all scripts using a semi-automatic script-description tool and give a name to each script. The case values are associated with the conceptual dictionaries in INGS. As many scripts are very long, part of a script can be cut to make it shorter. For example, the average number of events in 50 "have-a-meal1" scripts is 32.
1-a:
A target event in a story is expanded by detailing it with a script sharing the name of the verb concept in the event.
1-b:
A target event in a story is expanded using a script in which the verb concept of the target event is included. Figure 7 shows an example of a script structure generated by this method.
2-a:
A target event in a story is expanded by substituting part of it with a script in the network that 
[lose]
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[judge]
[make-a-new-start]
[heal]
[wake] [leave] [cut]
[be-overcome-with]
[lower]
[hide-behind]
[bloom]
[hit] [remain-in] [be-depressed] [wet] shares the name of the verb concept in the event. Figure 8 shows an example of the structure generated using this method and Figure 9 shows the script.
2-b:
A target event in a story is expanded by using a script in which the verb concept in the target event is included. 
Conclusions
INGS included two methods for using synthetically collected scripts for story generation. The first recursively generated a long sequence of events and the second created script networks. This paper implemented both methods and showed their effectiveness in the INGS architecture through actual generated examples. Future issues include semantic consideration, automated script acquisition, etc. 
